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Being involved in team sports can have many positive benefits. Some of

these benefits include doing and getting use to regular exercise from

an early age, developing important strength in the muscles and bones,

developing cardiovascular fitness, maintaining a healthy weight,

learning the importance of eating healthy and reducing the risk of any

illnesses or diseases. These are well known benefits, but the thing that

some people don’t realise is that being involved in team sports

immensely benefits you emotionally, mentally and socially. 

When kids exercise, they are happier. When we exercise, our body

releases chemicals called endorphins. These endorphins have been

proven to improve our mood, release stress and feelings of anxiety and

depression. 

 

Being part of a team also teaches children many values related to

teamwork. They will learn respect for each other, opponents, coaches

and umpires. They will also learn how to play and work as a team, which

is a vital skill in life. Children will also have to learn to have patience

and work through tough times during games. Being part of a team and

playing a sport can help boost kid’s self-esteem and communication

skills. If you play in a team, you will make new friends and some

memories that stay with you for the rest of your life.

 

 In week 4 and week 6 on 

 Thursday, the Middle School 

 went to the Southern Tigers 

 Basketball Stadium to practice 

 and learn basketball for this 

 term's PE. We stayed at the 

 stadium for most of school day, 

 where we learnt many skills that 

 are required to play basketball, 

 whilst also playing fun games 

 and drills that help us develop 

 our skills. 

Benefits Of Team Sport 
For Children

By Liam Young



Goolwa turned it on for us

on Monday for our last

contest round for 2021 and

we saw very contestable

waves and outstanding

surfing all day. 

Congratulations to all

competitors...Well done

Montessori girls!

Excellent conditions

throughout the day at

Middleton saw some great

surfing in all divisions.

Congratulations to Anamika,

Maia and Chloe...Amazing!!

Let's Surf!!

Round 2 - middleton

Round 3 - goolwa



Fast fashion is cheap,

disposable clothing that is

produced rapidly by

popular retailers to keep up

with the latest international

trends. This allows

everyday consumers to

purchase clothing at a

cheap price. This is

designed to encourage

customers to shop regularly

for new looks - which means

that they buy more.  

fast fashion... do i really need it? 

Australians are the world's

second largest consumers

of textiles, buying on

average 27 kilograms of

new clothing and other

textiles each year. In fact,

85% of the clothes we buy

ends up in landfill!

While textiles made of

natural fibres are

biodegradable, the

majority of "fast fashion"

textiles are made of

synthetic fibres.

A staggering 100 billion

clothing items are

produced annually - that's

nearly 14 items for every

person on the planet!

What's The Solution?

Buy less and wear more!

Swap don't shop!

Buy quality not quantity

Buy second hand or borrow!

Before you buy...ask yourself

"how many times will I wear

this?

Check the label for eco-

friendly threads - cotton

not polyester



Dreamland is an album by Glass
Animals which was released in August
2020. Dreamland consists of 12 pop
songs, the songs in this album are all
very unique and stand out from day to
day pop you that you generally hear.
‘Heat Waves’ the winning song of
triple j’s hottest 100 in 2020 is a part of
this album. Glass Animals are a rock,
hip-hop, alternative and indie band
consisting of four members. 

Music is a large part of our lives, we hear it all the time, when we go
shopping, in the car, at parties and at home. But sometimes it can feel
like there is nothing to listen to, so here are some great music
recommendations for you to listen to either when you have nothing to
listen to or for when you just want to listen to some new music.

SOUR is Olivia Rodrigo’s new album,
it consists of 11 pop songs. This is a
great album as it has a wide variety
of songs, ranging from slower songs
to very upbeat songs, which means it
has something for everyone. My
personal favourite song from SOUR
is ‘jealousy, jealousy’. Olivia Rodrigo
is an 18 year old singer who recently
blew up in popularity due to her song
‘drivers license’ which set the
record for Spotify’s most steamed
song in one day day to over 17.01
million. 

Music 

SOUR

Dreamland



CALM is an album by 5
Seconds of Summer that
was released in March
2020, which consists of
13 songs. CALM is an
amazing album that
contains very upbeat
pop songs. 5 Seconds of
Summer is a pop band
consisting of 4
members, who’s most
popular song is
‘Youngblood’ with over
1.1 Billion streams on
Spotify alone.

I Love you. is an album by The
Neighbourhood consisting of
11 songs which was released in
April 2013. The songs in this
album are alternative and
indie songs. The most well-
known song from this album
being ‘Sweater Weather’. The
Neighbourhood is a rock, pop,
alternative and indie band
which currently has five
members. 

I Love You.

CALM

Music ...  Continued

By Yavany Raja



This term in occupations Siobhan

has  run a screen printing group. 

In screen printing we have been

designing a T-shirt. To do this we

all drew a variety of designs on

pieces of paper, then cut them

out and chose our favourite

designs to put together in a

collage. After we had made our

collage Siobhan brought in her

friend Hari who brought in screen

printing ink and a screen printing

machine which allowed us to be

able to transfer our design onto

our shirts. 

Over time students have been

printing, mineral washing and

designing logos. Next we will be

making a marketing plan to be

able to sell our shirts and we will

also work on advertising them

"I really enjoyed screen printing.

It was fun and exiting to create a

design as a group then be able to

print it on a shirt. My favourite

part of screen printing was the

design and photography

aspects. I would definitely do

screen printing again if the

opportunity came up!" Yavany

Screenprinting 
at middle school



would you like your own t-shirt? 
please contact chloe  m, yavany, Ryoko

or teresa at the middle school
regular T-shirts:  $11.99 

 mineral washed t-shirts: $14.99



food glorious food...
At  Southern

Montessori School,
we celebrate

food...
from the ground to

the plate!


